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They have to cope with life's problems and difficulties, and to realize 
the reasons why they decided to get involved into crimes. (ICLE ITTO 1019) 
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1. Introduction 
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Non-native-like features in EFL production are interesting 

•  Cognitive challenges ! cognitive linguistics 

•  Learner difficulties ! help learners 

EFL features are not only errors: 

•  More than typos, but lexico-grammatical patterns 

•  They are used repeatedly, partly reach collocational status 

•  Can be due to L1 transfer or cognitive/semantic analogy 

•  Language is an inherently gradient system 

The application of technologies like parsing to learner corpora helps 

automate the detection of non-native-like features (data-driven methods) 

1.1. Errors & Non-native-like features of EFL 



1.2 Verb+PP combinations 
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•  Ng et al. (2014): 3 most frequent error types by learners of English: 
•  Wrong collocation or idiom: 14.2 to 14.4% 
•  Article error: 13.3 to 13.9% 
•  Preposition Error: 8.8 to 11.7% 

•  Prepositions exhibit a high rate of innovation, both in ESL and EFL.  

•  ESL: e.g. Indian English, presents a high degree of innovation in its 
use of prepositional verbs (Mukherjee & Hoffmann 2006)  

•  EFL: Prepositions are difficult to acquire for non-native speakers, 
(see Gilquin & Granger 2011: 59-60).  

•  Routinisation is particularly difficult for learners: “A focus of the lexical 

approach to language pedagogy is teaching collocations .. Such 

knowledge is evidently more important than individual words 

themselves” (McEnery & Xiao 2001:368) 

•  Understandable VS native-like English (Pawley & Syder 1983) 



1.2 Verb+PP: including adjectives & phrasal verbs  
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•  Phrasal verbs represent “one of the most notoriously challenging aspects 

of English language instruction” (Gardner & Davies 2007: 339) 

•  Often the new combination involves a confusion between the two: e.g. 

depend on vs. depend from 

•  We also include adjective + PP combinations, as they, too, have 

collocational status. For example, Benson et al. (2009) recognise 

adjective + preposition as an independent category in addition to verb + 

preposition (and noun + preposition, e.g. in nominalisations, which we 

have not included). Adjective + preposition combinations are often 

similarly difficult to acquire for learners of English. 



1.3 Syntactic Parsing  
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Parsing technology has now matured enough to deliver syntactically 
annotated large corpora with error rates that are acceptably low for 
these types of research (van Noord and Bouma 2009). We have parsed 
the BNC and other large corpora using a dependency parser (Schneider 
2008)  

•  Advantage of (semi-) automatic, parse-based methods: fast and corpus-
driven, which may increase recall  

•  Disadvantage: error-rates are high, possibly higher in L2, which affects 
precision and recall. The small ICLE corpus  
•  poses particular challenges to automated detection of rare 

collocations (recall),  

•  while manual filtering of lists of suggested  candidates is easily 
possible (precision).  

 



1.4 Materials: the Corpora 
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•  EFL: International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE; Granger et 
al. 2009). Corpus of learner English from university students with 
16 different mother tongues. It contains 3.7 million words from 
essays of higher intermediate to advanced learners of English. 

•  ENL: written part of the British National Corpus (BNC; Aston & 
Burnard 1998). It contains 90 million words of written texts from a 
wide range of registers. We use it as a reference corpus of native 
British English. 

•  Student Essays in ENL: genre-matched corpus, compiled by 
the ICLE team: LOCNESS corpus. 320.000 words 

•  Parallel Corpus: EuroParl (Corrected & Structured Europarl 
Corpus; Graën, Batinic, and Volk (2014))  

 



1.4 Materials: the Corpora 
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Linguistic Backgrounds in ICLE 
$	wc	-w	*	
		201265	BG_ALL.txt		%%	Bulgarian	
		493347	CN_ALL.txt		%%	Chinese	
		202651	CZ_ALL.txt		%%	Czech	
			96496	DB_ALL.txt		%%	Dutch	Belgian	
		138863	DN_ALL.txt		%%	Dutch	Netherlands	
		275610	FI_ALL.txt		%%	Finnish	
		227764	FR_ALL.txt		%%	French	
		231037	GE_ALL.txt		%%	German	
		224937	IT_ALL.txt		%%	Italian	
		198540	JP_ALL.txt		%%	Japanese	
		212205	NO_ALL.txt		%%	Norwegian	
		234620	PO_ALL.txt		%%	Polish	
		230385	RU_ALL.txt		%%	Russian	
		198486	SP_ALL.txt		%%	Spanish	
		200734	SW_ALL.txt		%%	Swedish	
		199840	TR_ALL.txt		%%	Turkish	
		199939	TS_ALL.txt		%%	Tswana,	South	Africa	
	3766719	total	



1.5 Research Questions 
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Some Learner Corpora are error-tagged, but most are not.  
Can we use them to detect errors? 

1)  Can the patterns of overuse which we observe with collocation 

statistics deliver combinations that are specific to EFL / ESL?  

2)  Does the method give us the tools to find more patterns than 

have been previously described? 

3)  Can we use parallel corpora to help us further? 

4)  Can we observe further characteristics of learner language? 



2. Collocations 
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Some Learner Corpora are error-tagged, but most are not.  

Can we use them to detect errors? 

We want to detect general patterns, and particularly verb-PP combinations which 

1)  are frequent enough to reach collocation status 

2)  are collocations in L2 

3)  but not, or much less so, in L1 

If we apply traditional collocation measures we fail to see 3) 

Let’s first repeat collocations: 



2.1 Collocation measures 
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[A collocation is defined as] a sequence of two or more consecutive words, that 
has characteristics of a syntactic and semantic unit, and whose exact and 
unambiguous meaning or connotation cannot be derived directly from the 
meaning or connotation of its components. (Choueka 1988) 

Some criteria: 
•  Non-compositionality 

–  meaning not compositional (e.g. “kick the bucket”) 
•  Non-substitutability 

–  near synonyms cannot be used (e.g. “yellow wine”?) 
•  Non-modifiability 

–  “kick the bucket”, “*kick the buckets”, “*kick the blue bucket” 
•  Non-literal translations 

–  “red wine” <-> “vino tinto”, “take decisions” <-> “Entscheidungen treffen” 

•  Frequently occurring together, “mutually attracting each other” 
–  easy to calculate, works surprisingly well 



2.1 O/E (Observed divided by Expected, O over E) 
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o  Probability that collocation (x,y) is due to chance �
[Expectation, independent events]: P(x) * P(y)

o  P(x) = f(x)/N ; P(y) = f(y)/N [N = corpus size in words]
o  Actual measurement [Observed]: P(x,y)�

  P(x,y) = f(x,y) / N

o  If the collocations is due to chance (independent) we expect�
  P(x,y) =~ P(x)*P(y)

o  If P(x,y)>>P(x)*P(y) then strong collocation
o  If P(x,y)<<P(x)*P(y) then 'negative' collocation
o  MI originates in Information Theory -> surprise in bits:

o  O/E simply divides Observation by Expectation: 
�

 

 

€ 

MI(x;y) = log2
P(x,y)

P(x) *P(y)

€ 

O /E =
P(x,y)

P(x)* P(y)
=

f (x,y)* N * N
N * f (x)* f (y)

=
f (x,y)* N
f (x)* f (y)



2.1 O/E (Observed divided by Expected, O over E) 
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o  Applied to verb-PP constructions in the BNC (Lehmann & Schneider 2011)



2.2 Collocation Ratio 
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For detecting L2 errors and innovations we want to detect verb-PP combinations 

which 

1)  are frequent enough to reach collocation status 

2)  are collocations in L2 

3)  but not, or much less so, in L1 

If we apply traditional collocation measures we fail to see 3) 

A successful measure for 3) is the collocation ratio (Schneider and Zipp 2013): if 
cL1(a,b) is a collocation measure c for L1 of words w1 and w2, then: 

Collocation ratio = cL2(w1,w2) / cL1(w1,w2) 

It is a measure of overuse, of „overcollocability“, a meta O/E measure 



2.2 Collocation Ratio with O/E (=Observed / Expected) 
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We consider verb-PP combinations:  

 w1=verb or adjective, w2=preposition or verbal particle 

As L1 corpus we use the BNC, as L2 ICLE 

When using the collocation measure O/E the ratio is 

 

 

 

This is itself an O/E measure: O = O/E(ICLE); E = O/E(BNC) 

For the T-Score collo. a formulation in terms of O and E (Evert 2009) is: 



2.3 Data-driven verb-PP: O/E results 
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2.3. Data-driven verb-PP: O/E examples 
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2.3. Data-driven verb-PP: T-score results & example 
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2.3. Data-driven verb-PP: T-score results & example 
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2.3. Data-driven verb-PP: Evaluation, Precision 
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Evaluation:  
P=12/30 = 40% 
P=20/60 = 33% 
 
For Text Mining experts, this seems modest. 
 
But manual filtering based on inspecting the hits is quite simple.  
 
We could also increase precision by setting a filter on O/E(BNC) corresponding  
to the criterion that innovations/errors should not have high collocational status  
in the native variant.  
 
If we set a filter of O/E(BNC)<5, precision rises to above 50%, but at the trade-off  
of lower recall: e.g. select among and separate between would not be returned  



2.4. Data-driven verb-PP: negative collo or unseen in BNC 
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The combinations which have  
negative collocation in BNC are  
boundless. 
 
Here: f > 4, negative collocation 
== 
 
Most candidates which are 
not present (unseen) in the BNC  
•  could also 

appear there: sparse data 
•  or are parsing errors 

 
Some frequent ones, however, 
are innovations. 
This is an abundant resource 
with hundreds of candidates, 
but quite low precision. 
(next slide)  



2.4 

 *   filter of O/E(BNC) 
<5,  

 *   added a smoothing 
count of 0.5 (new 
fifth column) to 
types unseen in 
BNC.  

Note: many semantic 
preps instead of 
functional preps. 
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Some combinations are detected by both O/E and t-score 
  e.g. basic for, discuss about, helpless for, relate with 

But each measure brings up its own (relevant) 
combinations, including different prepositions with 
identical verbs/adjectives 

 cf. independent from (O/E) – independent on (T) 

It is therefore useful to combine the two measures. In our 
collocation ratio measure, the different characteristics of 
the metrics are less clearly apparent. 
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2.5. Which metric? O/E vs t-score 

Gerold Schneider 



2.6 Cognitive origin of novel combinations  
 

Standard combination Novel combination Possible origin: 
L1 transfer / analogy 

To discuss sth 
To attack sb 
To be credited with 
To relate to 

To discuss about sth 
To attack against sb 
To be credited for 
To relate with 

Discussion about 
Attack_NN against 
Credit_NN for 
Relations with 

Independent of Independent on Dependent on 

To separate sth from sth 
To be viewed as 
To arrive at 
Content with 
Afraid of 

To separate between 
To be viewed upon as 
To arrive to 
Content about 
Afraid about 

To distinguish between 
To be looked upon as 
To get to 
Happy with/about 
Scared about 

Inherent in 
Select from 

Inherent to 
Select among 

FR. inhérent à 
DE. Auswählen zwischen 
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2.7. Differences between EFL and ESL 

The relationship between ESL (second language) and EFL (foreign 
language) has moved into research focus (e.g. Nesselhauf 2009). It is 
hard to claim that similar phenomena are innovations in ESL but 
errors in EFL. 

We have so far compared to BNC=L1 as reference corpus. We can 
apply the same approach to find differences between EFL and ESL: 
EFL as application corpus, compared to ESL as reference corpus. 

•  We ran a version with particularly strict O/E(ICE 5 ESL)<2, 
counting unseen instances as 0.5, aiming at a core set of typical 
verb/adjective + preposition innovations which only EFL speakers 
but not ESL speakers use (next slide) 

•  Noun-analogies (noun complementation patterns taken over to the 
verb) are very rare (only one, assist to) compared to ESL  

•  preposition to seems to be used too generically: 7 out of the 13 
true positives involve to. There might be a trend to use to as a 
generic marker for indirect objects, particularly in Romance langs 
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2.7. Differences between EFL and ESL: EFL, not ESL 



2.7. Innovation vs. Error 

•  Deletion of Hapax Legomena cuts out some obvious errors 
(misproductions) 

•  Recurrence=Systematicity can be covered quite well by using 
collocation measures 

•  ESL / ENL (innovation): analogy to the complementation patterns 
of nouns seems particularly frequent among ESL speakers 

•  EFL / ESL (error): preposition to is used too generically 
•  EFL / ESL tells us which new patterns are particularly different 
•  We can also use a method telling us which are particularly similar: 

Detect EFL / ENL , but only report those which have similar O/E 
ratio: As a threshold we set that O/E(ICLE) is maximally 3 times 
larger than O/E(ICE) or vice versa:  
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2.7. Innovation or Error: ESL & EFL are similar 
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items  

•  Verb-PP structures are one area of non-compositionality 
•  Non-compositionality is generally hard to learn, except in closely related 

languages, where some idioms, collocations, lexical preferences etc. are 
similar 

•  We use parallel corpora, detecting translation that are hard: 

Collocations are non-compositional and different form the speaker’s 
native language 

–  Adjective-noun combinations 
–  Verb-object combinations (light verbs) 

–  Verb-PP constructions 
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items  
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items  
 
1 HEAD L1   " Collocation strength ! 2 DEPENDENT L1 
   # alignment strength                  # alignment strength 

3 HEAD L2   " Collocation strength ! 4 DEPENDENT L2 

 
–  Direct & frequent translations have high alignment strength: 

as13 and as24 
–  We can use collocation measures for the alignment strength  

(t-score, z-score, O/E, MI, etc.) 
–  Non-compositional idioms have 

–  high collocation strength in both languages: as12 and as34 
–  high alignment strength on the head: as13 

–  low alignment strength on the dependent: as24  
! unusual, we are looking for non-direct translations 

!  score=as12*as34*as13/as24 
!  score=as12*as34*as13/as24*log(c)        ## frequency-weighted version 
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items  
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items 
 
verb-object constellations: low strength on head=verb, high on dep 
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items  
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3. Helping Learners with non-compositional items  
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Try our Demo at 
https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/projects/sparcling/constellations/ 
You can chose the collocation metric, and adapt the scoring function, e.g. 

https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/projects/sparcling/constellations/dobj.php?
dep_measure=t-score&al_measure=t-
score&norm=tanhavg&score=as12*as34*as24/as13^2  

 

Our approach offers direct and indirect corpus use in combination: 
•  Indirect corpus use: Creating corpus-informed teaching materials, e.g. 

collocations dictionaries (Ackermann and Chen 2013; Durrant 2009; 
McGee 2012): students do not need to learn to use corpus interfaces, but 
contextualisation is limited. 

•  Direct corpus use improves learner competence in the area of 
collocations. Li (2017) concludes that “[t]his exposure to attested 
language data raises learners’ awareness of using collocations in a more 
natural or near-native way” (p. 165) 



4. Translational Scapes 
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False Friends are a frequent and difficult problem for language learners. 
Most resources are in the form of dictionaries (Varela 2011) & incomplete  

On the other hand, not all occurrences of “false friends” are incorrect. E.g.: 
ES firma ↔ PT firma : demo at 
https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/purl/alignment_overlap   

 



5. Outlook 

$  Overcome the data sparseness problem of surprisal by Deep Learning. 
Particulary BERT (Devlin 2018) shows promising results (~65%) on 
acceptability ratings (COLA, Warstadt 2018). 

$  Further integrate automatic parser (Schneider & Grigonyte 2018): Model 
fit of parser depends on learner level, but low predictive power 

$  Add such tools to existing writing systems: readbility, TTR, surprisal, 
specific grammatical warnings. 

$  Test the tools and resources on actual learners, in collaboration with 
didactics experts. Can the gap between implicit & explicit learning / direct  
& indirect corpus-use be closed? 

$  Playful approaches to learning, e.g.  

$  cloze on the fly 
$  predict sentence continuation 

$  The Alternator 
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Q&A 
Thank you for you attention! 
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